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Stable bound states ofe11Li and e11Na

Jianmin Yuan,1,* B. D. Esry,2 Toru Morishita,1 and C. D. Lin1
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Using model potentials to describe the ionic cores, we have approximated thee11Li and e11Na systems
as quasi-three-body problems and performed adiabatic hyperspherical calculations to search for the existence
of bound states. We have confirmed the existence of a bound state fore11Li that was first predicted by
Ryzhikh and Mitroy@Phys. Rev. Lett.21, 4124~1997!# with a binding energy of 58 meV. Further, we predict
the existence of a stable bound state fore11Na with a binding energy of 7 meV and explain why bound states
exist for these two systems but not for thee11H system, despite the fact that H2 has a higher binding energy
than either Li2 or Na2. Based on this work, we find that it is unlikely that positrons can form stable bound
states with any other of the alkali-metal atoms.
@S1050-2947~98!50307-1#
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Atomic and molecular negative ions in which an electr
binds itself to a neutral atom or molecule are well known
nature. The question of whether a positron can bind itsel
an atom or a molecule to form an electronically stable stat
less well understood. For the simplest three-body system
electron can form a stable bound state with atomic hydro
with a binding energy of about 0.75 eV, but a positron a
an atomic hydrogen cannot form a stable bound state. H
ever, it has been shown recently by Ryzhikh and Mitroy@1#
that a positron and a neutral Li atom can form a stable bo
state, with a binding energy of about 59 meV. Their calc
lation was based on the stochastic variational method
particular, they used Gaussian basis functions in which
nonlinear parameters were optimized using the stocha
technique of Varga and Suzuki@2#. Their prediction is in
disagreement with the earlier negative results from
configuration-interaction-Hylleraas calculations of Clary@3#
and from Yoshida and Miyako@4#, who used the diffusion
quantum Monte Carlo method.

One of the most powerful theoretical techniques
searching for stable bound states in few-body systems is
hyperspherical method within the adiabatic approximati
In this approach, the adiabatic hyperspherical potentia
first calculated. If the potential curve is repulsive, there is
possibility for the existence of any bound states. If the p
tential curve is both attractive and deep enough, then st
bound states are expected. This method has been us
identify the existence of bound states and resonances
variety of three-body and four-body systems. In this Ra
Communication, we report hyperspherical calculations
the e11Li system, which supports the positive result
Ryzhikh and Mitroy@1#. In addition, we show that a simila
bound state exists for thee11Na system that has a bindin
energy of approximately 7 meV. In the past, the hypersph
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cal approach has been used to calculate the scattering
sections of positrons with atoms to look for resonances@5,6#,
but has never been applied to Li and Na targets. The clo
coupling approach has been used fore1 collisions with Li,
but no search for the bound states has been reported@7#.
Although positrons are claimed to be capable of formi
bound states with Mg, Zn, and other atoms from many-bo
calculations@8#, this conclusion is not generally accepted.

In our calculation, we treate11Li as a three-body sys
tem, consisting of a Li1 core, an electron, and a positro
The Li1 core is represented by a model potential with t
parameters adjusted to fit the Li bound-state energies. Ifr 1

(r 2) is the distance of the positron~electron! from the core,
we define the hyperradius to beR5Ar 1

2 1r 2
2 and the hyper-

angle to be tanf5r1 /r2 . In this paper we consider theL
50 case, which is most favorable for the existence of bou
states. The wave function then is described by the three
ternal coordinatesR, f, andu, whereu is defined to be the
angle between the positron and the electron with respec
the Li1 core. The Schro¨dinger equation is then given by~in
atomic units! @9#

S 2
1

2

]2

]R2 1
L22 1

4

2R2 1V~R,f,u!Dc5Ec. ~1!

Here,L is the grand angular-momentum operator andV is
the potential among the three charged particles. Note tha
wave function has been rescaled by a factorR5/2 sinf cosf
in order to eliminate first derivatives inR and f. In the
adiabatic approximation, the total wave function is appro
mated asc(R,f,u)5F(R)F(R;f,u), where the ‘‘channel
function’’ F(R;f,u) is the solution of

S L22 1
4

2R2 1VD Fn~R;f,u!5Un~R!Fn~R;f,u!, ~2!
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with R treated as a parameter. This equation is solved u
the finite-element method@9#. Thenth eigenstate for channe
n is then obtained by solving the one-dimensional hype
dial equation

S 2
1

2

d2

dR2 1Un~R!1Wnn~R! DFnn~R!5EnnFnn~R!,

~3!

where Wnn(R)52 1
2 ^Fnu d2/dR2 uFn& is the so-called

second-order diagonal coupling term. Ifn is the lowest chan-
nel, it can be shown that the lowest eigenenergy obtai
from Eq. ~3! gives an upper bound, while the eigenval
obtained without theWnn term gives a lower bound@10#.

The effective interaction among the three charged p
ticles is given byV5V121V131V23, where we use 1, 2, an
3 to denote the Li1 core, the positron, and the electro
respectively. Thee2-Li1 interaction V13 is the sum of a
static potential, a localized exchange potential@12#, and an
induced dipole polarization potential. The static potentia
obtained from the two 1s wave functions obtained by
performing Hartree-Fock self-consistent-field calculati
for Li, which thus accounts for the relaxation of the co
orbital. The polarization potential has the formVp(r )
52 a/2r 4 (12e2(r /r c)6

), where a50.1923 @13# is the di-
pole polarizability for Li1 and r c is the cutoff radius ob-
tained by fitting so that the ground- and excited-state en
gies of Li are well reproduced (r c50.613). For the
interactionV12 between the Li1 core and the positron, th
static part of the potential is the same as inV13, except of
opposite sign; there is no exchange term, and the polariza
potential is the same as inV13. The potentialV23 between
the positron and the electron is

V2352
1

urW12rW2u
12 cosuAVp~r 1!Vp~r 2!, ~4!

where the second term is the so-called dielectronic correc
to the polarization potential@14#. Note that this term, which
is due to the polarization of the core, has the effect of red
ing the interaction between the two ‘‘bare’’ charges.

We used the model potential described above to calcu
the lowest few hyperspherical potential curves for thee1

1Li system. In order to check the validity of the mod
potential and the adiabatic approximation used, we first p
formed the calculation for the Li2 system. Including the
second-order nonadiabatic coupling termWnn , the calcu-
lated Li2 ground-state energy is 0.0441 Ry, compared w
the experimental result of 0.0458 Ry.

In Fig. 1 we show the adiabatic potential curves fore1

1Li and e11Na that asymptotically approach the grou
state of Ps. The potential curves that approach the gro
state of Li and of Na lie higher. From thee11Li potential
curve, we solved the one-dimensional eigenvalue probl
Eq. ~3!, and obtained a binding energy of 0.004 27 Ry,
58.1 meV, which should be compared with the val
0.004 34 Ry~59 meV! obtained by Ryzhikh and Mitroy@1#.
Thus, we confirm the existence of an electronically sta
bound state for thee11Li system. Note that its binding
energy is much less than the binding energy of 623 meV
Li2.
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We have also performed similar calculations for thee1

1Na system. The model potentials between each pair of
ticles are generated in the same fashion as fore11Li. The
dipole polarizability isa50.9448@13# and the fitted cutoff
radius is r c51.05. We first checked the results for Na2

where the adiabatic hyperspherical method obtains a bind
energy of 0.0393 Ry, to be compared with the experimen
value of 0.0402 Ry. For thee11Na system, the potentia
curve shown in Fig. 1 gives a binding energy of 0.000 51 R
or about 7 meV. Even though this is a small value, we
lieve that the bound state does indeed exist, since we ex
the calculated binding energy to be an upper bound fo
given model potential.~The upper bound is not rigorous he
since the potential curve shown is not the lowest one in
present model calculation. There are three unphysical cu
that approach the 1s, 2s, and 2p orbitals of Na1 asymptoti-
cally, but they are well separated from the present curve
interest.! Furthermore, as stated above, the equivalent ca
lation for Na2 gives a bound state at20.0393 Ry, which is
above the experimental value of20.0402 Ry. In other
words, the binding energy for thee11Na system is likely to
be somewhat larger than 7 meV. We mention that the hyp
spherical approach has no difficulty finding bound states
are very close to the threshold. For states that are near
threshold, the wave functions extend over the large-R region
where the asymptotic potentials are well known. Thus
small error in the potential curve in the small-R region has
less effect on the calculated energies for these diffuse bo
states. For instance, the two weakly bound states in the4He3
trimer have been accurately obtained using this method@9#.

To explore the sensitivity of the calculated binding ener
for the e11Na system on the model potential used, we
bitrarily altered the cutoff radius parameterr c from 1.05 to
1.5. The resulting binding energies in rydbergs for the t
models and from the experiment are~0.377 81, 0.373 32,
0.377 71! for 3s, ~0.143 37, 0.142 35, 0.143 15! for 4s,
~0.225 94, 0.224 36, 0.223 09! for 3p, and ~0.111 89,
0.111 85, 0.111 87! for 3d, respectively; i.e., the new poten
tial is not as attractive as the fitted one. With the newr c

FIG. 1. TheL50 adiabatic hyperspherical potential curve~in-
cluding the diagonal coupling term! that supports the bound stat
for the e11Li system ~solid line! and for thee11Na system
~dashed line!. Each curve approaches the Ps(1s) limit asymptoti-
cally.
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51.5, the calculated binding energy for thee11Na system
is 4.2 meV. We emphasize that the second term in Eq.~4! is
needed. If this term is neglected then the calculated bind
energy for the e11Na system is 14 meV.~Recently,
Ryzhikh et al. @11# have calculated the binding energy f
this system to be at 4.8 meV. They also used the mo
potential approach, and the resulting three-body system
solved using the stochastic variational method. Their mo
potential between the electron and the Na1 core differs
somewhat from ours. Their binding energies for 3s, 4s, 3p,
and 3d are 0.363 62, 0.140 15, 0.219 26, and 0.111 47
respectively.!

The above calculation clearly confirms the existence o
stable bound state for thee11Li system forL50, as pre-
dicted by Ryzhikh and Mitroy@1#. We have also predicted
the existence of a bound state for thee11Na system. On the
other hand, the existence of such bound states is quite u
pected since it is known that there are no bound states fo
e11H system, despite the fact that H2 has a larger binding
energy~0.75 eV! than either Li2 or Na2 ~binding energies of
0.623 eV and 0.547 eV, respectively!. Thus, one of the re-
maining issues is to understand why a positron cannot b
itself to H but can to Li and Na.

In Fig. 2 we show the two lowestL50 potential curves
for the e11H system. The first curve has a minimum atR
53 a.u. and approaches the H(1s) limit asymptotically,
while the second curve has a minimum atR58 a.u. and ap-
proaches the Ps(1s) limit asymptotically. In Figs. 3~a! and
3~b! we show the probability densities of the channel fun
tions Fn at their potential minima,R53 and 8 a.u., respec
tively. For comparison, the density fore11Li at the mini-
mum (R56 a.u.) of the potential curve in Fig. 1 is als
shown in Fig. 3~c!. In order to understand these figures, it
useful to recall the definition of the hyperspherical coor
nates above. If the positron is farther away from the nucl
than the electron, thenf is betweenp/4 and p/2. If the
electron and positron form a pair, with nearly equal distan
from the ion, thenf is close top/4. Recall also that the angl
u is between the electron and the positron with respect to
ion. For e11H, from Fig. 3~a!, the density is distributed
over the range off betweenp/4 andp/2; i.e., the positron in
general is farther away from the nucleus than the electron
the same time, the probability density ranges inu from 0 to

FIG. 2. The two lowestL50 adiabatic hyperspherical potenti
curves for thee11H system.
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p. Thus, near the potential minimum the three-body syst
behaves like a positronoutsidea hydrogen atom. For the
second curve, the density distribution peaks nearf5p/4 @see
Figs. 3~b!#, indicating that the positron and the electron are
the same distance from the H1 ion. Furthermore, the range o
u is limited, so that the three charged particles approxima
form an isosceles triangle with the electron and the posit
at the base and the H1 ion at the top. Since the positron an
the electron are separated by about 2 a.u. and the plot is
R58 a.u., one can calculate that the distance from the pro
to the electron~and positron! is about 6 a.u. At this distance
while H1 can polarize Ps, it is too far for the polarizatio
potential to form a bound state for the three particles.~A
bound state belonging to this channel would actually b
resonance, since it can decay to the lower channel.!

We next examine Fig. 3~c! to see if we can find a plau
sible explanation for the existence of the calculated bou
state fore11Li. This figure clearly shows that thee11Li
system has the shape of an isosceles triangle also, withe1

FIG. 3. Density plots of the channel wave functions in the~f,u!
plane. For thee11H system:~a! the first channel atR53 a.u.; ~b!
the second channel atR58 a.u.; ~c! similar plots for thee11Li
system atR56 a.u.
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ande2 at the base and Li1 at the top. Since the electron an
the positron have a mean distance of 2 a.u. and the pote
curve has its minimum atR56 a.u., one can calculate tha
the distance between the electron~positron! and Li1 is about
4.2 a.u.—about 30% smaller than the distance between
electron~positron! and H1 in the e11H system. Thus, the
isosceles triangle for thee11Li system is rather flat, as ca
be seen from the larger range ofu @by comparing the range
of u in Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!#. The proximity of Li1 to the
positronium results in a stronger attraction among the th
particles so as to form a stable bound state. The same q
tative discussion can also be applied toe11Na. The poten-
tial minimum for this system is at aboutR56.5 a.u., so that
the distance from the electron~and positron! to Na1 is about
4.6 a.u., and the calculation shows that a weakly bound s
still exists. On the other hand, the binding energy has
creased significantly compared toe11Li. We thus antici-
pate that a positron cannot bind itself to heavier alkali-me
atoms like K and Cs. Although the possible bound states
have the same shape of an isosceles triangle, the ion core
be too far from the Ps to achieve binding. In fact, the bou
states found for Li and Na targets here are likely the exc
tion rather than the norm.

We mention that there is a Feshbach resonance assoc
with the Ps(1s) threshold for thee11He1 system that can
be considered to be a bound state of He211Ps(1s). Calcu-
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lations by Igarashi and Shimamura@6# show that the poten-
tial minimum occurs atR around 7 or 8 a.u. The existence
a bound state in this system despite this largerR is consistent
with our explanation, since the positronium experience
larger nuclear charge of 2.

In conclusion, we have performed adiabatic hypersph
cal calculations on thee11Li and e11Na systems to searc
for the possible existence of bound states. Fore11Li we
confirmed the result of Ryzhikh and Mitroy@1# that a bound
state exists at about 58 meV, and fore11Na we predicted a
bound state with a binding energy of about 7 meV. We a
lyze the condition for the existence of such bound states
explain why such bound states occur in the present two
tems, but not for thee11H system, in spite of the fact tha
H2 has a higher binding energy than the corresponding2

and Na2 ions. We also tentatively conclude that positro
cannot form bound states with other heavier alkali-metal
oms.
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